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ABSTRACT
The vast majority of human calories
are currently supplied through annual
crops. Unfortunately, large scale
annual cropping systems can be
environmentally deleterious (3, 4).
Perennial crops can ease some
environmental pressures (3, 4).
Hazelnuts are a “uniquely
multifunctional” perennial crop with
exceptional fresh nutritional value,
desirable oil, food processing uses,
and “waste” products appropriate for
biofuels and livestock feed. They
may also provide new economic
opportunity for Midwestern farmers
(1).
Hazelnuts, however, are currently
propagated by seed resulting in
undesirable variation in nut quality,
disease resistance, plant size, and
yields. Hazelnuts are resistant to
vegetative propagation and this work
was part of a more comprehensive
set of experiments examining ways to
maximize asexual propagation
success. Here we examined the
effect of segment position on the
rooting and survival of hardwood
cuttings.
While winter survival data is pending,
we have shown original stem position
is an important variable in a hardwood
cutting’s root production, with basal
sections exhibiting higher survival
rates.

RESULTS

INTRODUCTION
Asexual (vegetative) plant propagation can reduce
undesirable variability and allow growers to choose
cultivars that suit their needs and conditions. This
becomes especially important for perennial crops
which take several years to mature and provide a
harvestable crop. While hazelnuts can potentially
provide a sustainable source for both food and fuel,
they are resistant to asexual propagation.

This experiment is part of broader work looking at
how to successfully and efficiently propagate
hazelnut plants for a fledgling industry.
We hypothesized the distance of a segment from the
plant’s crown would impact its’ rooting ability and the
amount of stored carbohydrate within a stem would
influence survival rates. Thus basal segments,
nearer to the crown with more stored carbohydrates,
would produce more viable cuttings.

DISCUSSION

Across all stem lengths, basal segments and entire
(uncut) stems rooted more frequently than either medial
or apical segments. As seen in Chart 1, there is a
negative relationship between the frequency of rooting
and greater distance from the base of the original stem,
with a slight increase in apical segments compared to
medial segments.

While stems with a basal segment (basal or entire)
rooted more frequently, it’s unclear if it’s the result of
greater carbohydrate stores or tissue juvenility at the
basal end, which makes tissue differentiation
possible and more effective.
Further, it appears that distance from the base is not
the only factor influencing rooting success and
survival. Slightly more apical segments rooted when
compared with medial segments, suggesting other
mechanisms such as auxin production at the apical
bud determine rooting and survival success.

Initial survival of rooted cuttings (pre-winter) showed the
same pattern (Chart 1). Entire and basal segments
survived at higher rates after initial rooting than either
medial or apical segments.
In terms of productivity, entire segments produced
significantly more live cuttings (22%) than any other group
(Chart 2).

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Image 7. Fall field planting

Several genotypic groups of hazelnut stems were
trimmed, sterilized by a brief exposure to a bleach
solution, cut into uncut, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 cm
lengths, treated with auxin (growth hormone) and
placed into a peat and perlite rooting medium in
humidity chambers for several months . The stems
were kept in the same order (basal to apical) in which
they were cut.

Future Research

Image 4. Humidity Chamber with Stem Segments

It was necessary to densely stick stems within the
humidity chambers (Image 4). However, the light
quality at the center of the chambers is likely different
than around the edges. Light quality is known to
influence seed germination and photosynthesis and
thus it may also play a crucial role in breaking
dormancy or in the physiological processes that the
plant uses to determine environmental suitability.

Image 2. Diagram of segment cuts

Beginning in early summer, cuttings were evaluated
several times. Those that rooted (Image 5) were
evaluated for root health, leaf health, and overall
plant vigor. They were potted in a soil-less medium
and placed in the greenhouse. Plants were gradually
acclimated to field conditions. In September the
plants were transplanted into a prepared field (Image
7). In spring of 2012 the plants will be evaluated for
winter survival rates.

Image 5. Rooted hazelnut cutting

Image 6. Cutting potted for two months
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Chart 1. Rooting frequency and same season survival
of segments from different positions.

Image 3. Closed humidity chamber
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Chart 2. Portion of segments that produced live cuttings.
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